209 Commerce Street, Alexandria, VA 22314, United States of America
Telephone: 703–789–9231, usa.office@caari.org.cy

Feb. 4, 2021
Dr. Ronaldo Pereira
Rua Gomes Eanes de Azurara
267, RC-Esq.
Montijo, Portugal
Dear Dr. Pereira:
On behalf of the CAARI Fellowships Committee, it is my pleasure to inform you that you have been
selected as the recipient of the 2021 CAARI Scholar in Residence award. As you know, this requires a
commitment to stay at CAARI for at least 30 days in succession, ideally during spring to fall, and to be available
in evenings and weekends to younger scholars working there, in return for 50% reduction in residency rate.
You are expected to play an active role in the CAARI community and to contribute to our academic
environment with research-related and/or outreach events. You should keep the Director of CAARI apprised of
your research activities, acknowledge CAARI in any publication that emerges from the research carried out
during the fellowship, and prepare a short article on your research for the CAARI Newsflash or similar outlets.
You will shortly receive a form from the CAARI office that you will need to complete and submit. You
also should be in touch with Katerina (admin@caari.org.cy) to get an update on travel restrictions due to Covid
19, and to schedule your stay at CAARI. Finally, you should also be in contact with your institution to ensure
that it does not have travel restrictions to Cyprus. It is important that you let me know of your acceptance of this
award by Feb. 15, 2021.
Once again, let me offer my congratulations and those of the entire CAARI Board of Trustees. We hope
that this fellowship will make it possible for you to complete your research in a timely fashion. We wish you the
best of luck in this and any future work on Cyprus.
Sincerely yours,

Alan H. Simmons
Dr. Alan H. Simmons
Distinguished Professor emeritus, University of Nevada Las Vegas
Chair, CAARI Fellowship Committee
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Telephone: 357 22 456 414, Fax: 357 22 671 147, admin@caari.org.cy

